
Competition starter pack 
Send a message on a bottle to save our oceans
We need your kids’ help to design the front of our new milk bottles. And we want their artwork 
to send a message about saving our oceans from plastic waste. It’s an opportunity to think 
about the positive impact we can make by adopting sustainable habits, and we hope it’ll help 
ease any eco-anxiety. We’ve included a design template with the correct dimensions for our 
bottles, an educational recycling maze and oceanic colouring-in pages for inspiration.
Let the drawing commence! 

How to submit your child’s artwork 

Entry guidelines 

• Age range 7-11

• Try to have a defined outline 

• Keep the design simple 

• Scan the QR code to upload via our competition blog, 
providing your child’s name, age, artwork title, and 
parental contact details 

• Post their artwork on social media and tag the Modern Milkman on 
Facebook @TheModernMilkman Twitter @ModernMilkman_ and 
Instagram @ModernMilkman_  

• Submit your child’s artwork by 8th July 



Get scribbling, and good luck! 

You can print our template off at home as a guide for your child’s bottle designs. 
Please keep to the format provided to ensure their artwork has the best 
possible chance of winning. 

Name: Age:

Message on a bottle template 



Identify and colour in the marine wildlife and plastic waste. 

Get colouring!



Safety first: Some plastics are dangerous for children, as well as wildlife.
So, with the help of an adult, look around your home for some plastic items you use, 
such as food wrapping, toothbrushes, shampoo bo�les etc. See if you can find five 

things and answer the questions below.  

One, two, three, go plastic free!

What have I found? (Is it a toothbrush, a plastic sponge, or even cling film?)

Could we swap this item for something that’s plastic free? 

What can I do with the plastic I’ve found? Can it be recycled? Or could I be creative 
and upcycle it into something useful or fun, like a spaceship from a washing-up 
bo�le (Blue Peter style). 

Scavenger Hunt



Make sure your recycling finds its way to the correct bin 
with our recycling maze. 

Recycling maze 

KEY:

Glass, metal,
plastic

Garden/
food waste

Compost

Paper/
cardboard


